Abstract: We construct a holographic dual of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action for the dissipative low-energy dynamics of relativistic charged matter at strong coupling in a fixed thermal background. To do so, we use a mixed signature bulk spacetime whereby an eternal asymptotically anti-de Sitter black hole is glued to its Euclidean counterpart along an initial time slice in a way to match the desired double-time contour of the dual field theory. Our results are consistent with existing literature and can be regarded as a fully-ab initio derivation of a Schwinger-Keldysh effective action. In addition, we provide a simple infrared effective action for the near horizon region that drives all the dissipation and can be viewed as an alternative to the membrane paradigm approximation.
Introduction
The path integral formulation of quantum mechanics is central to many among the most important developments in modern theoretical physics. For example, it played a pivotal role in the quantization of gauge theories. The latter are the corner stone of the Standard Model of particle physics [1] , provide, through holography (AdS/CFT) [2] [3] [4] , our current best shot at understanding quantum gravity and find numerous applications in the condensed matter physics [5] .
Path integrals are also widely used to describe non-equilibrium phenomena. In these cases they are defined on nontrivial time contours in which time can evolve forward and backwards in various sequences. A special case of this type is the Schwinger-Keldysh partition function [6, 7] . This object incorporates a particular class of correlators which involve timeordering (i.e. retarded, advanced, symmetric, etc.) and has been extensively used in numerous applications to non-equilibrium collective states of matter both in high energy and condensed matter physics, see, e.g., [8] and references therein.
One of the most active lines of research on non-equilibrium phenomena of the past two decades concerns relativistic hydrodynamics. The key experimental impetus on this front was the discovery that droplets of quark-gluon plasma created in ultrarelativistic heavyion collisions at RHIC (and later also at LHC) behave as the most perfect fluid known in the universe. It was also understood relatively early on that deviations from perfect fluidity provide an invaluable window on the microscopics of the quark-gluon plasma. See, e.g., ref. [9] for a recent broad overview of this research field. Altogether, this has led to a large number of developments concerning dissipative relativistic hydrodynamics that have been occurring both on the phenomenological and theoretical front, see, e.g., refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] for a review.
The vast majority of the aforementioned progress occurred at the level of equations of motion, which has limited our ability to understand the microscopic origin of dissipation and the entropy current, as well as to systematically incorporate noise. It was only very recently that the Schwinger-Keldysh formulation has been used to bring us closer to recasting the relativistic fluid dynamics as a proper effective field theory with a Lagrangian formulation, see refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , the precursor works [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] as well as ref. [30] for a review and a more comprehensive list of references.
The symmetries of the microscopic Schwinger-Keldysh path integral, such as unitarity and CPT invariance, have been used to constrain the form of the low-energy Schwinger-Keldysh effective action and consequently to re-derive the conventional phenomenological formulation of hydrodynamics in some limiting regimes. For example, it was shown in ref. [31] , see also refs. [32, 33] , how the local second law of thermodynamics can be obtained as the Noether current of a symmetry of the effective action. Moreover, additional constraints on transport, invisible to the phenomenological treatment based on equations of motion, have been found in ref. [24] . As alluded earlier, the power of this approach is that both dissipative and fluctuation effects are naturally incorporated allowing for a systematic treatment of stochastic noises, see the recent ref. [34] which evaluates corrections to the heat diffusion coefficient due to thermal fluctuations finding novel results with respect to previous, more phenomenological, derivations, see, e.g., ref. [35] .
The key motivation for our present work is that the above considerations, while agreeing with all previously known results that stood the test of scrutiny and addressing some of their shortcomings, have not yet been derived from any microscopic model when dissipation needed to be included. Our aim, therefore, is to provide the first microscopic derivation of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective actions for what seems to be the simplest hydrodynamic setup, i.e. the charge diffusion in the limit in which the energy and momentum carried by charge carriers is negligible and the charge current amplitude is small.
The tool that we will use to achieve this goal is holography viewed here as an ab initio formulation of a large class of strongly-interacting quantum field theories with a large number of microscopic constituents.
Indeed, holography provides a very natural arena in which all these ideas can be explicitly tested. Following ref. [36] , the double-time contour of the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism can be represented by the two boundaries of the maximally-extended AdS-Schwarzschild black brane. Subsequent developments in refs. [37, 38] interpreted the Euclidean part of the thermal Schwinger-Keldysh contour as a Euclidean black brane glued to a finite time slice of the Lorentzian solution. The contour can be then closed by gluing the future horizons of the Lorentzian solution as in ref. [39] , see also ref. [40] . This simple picture, of course, applies only if the sources and their effects are a tiny distortion of the global thermal equilibrium. Otherwise, according to the fully holographic prescription of refs. [37, 38] , one would need to solve non-linear Einstein's equations (possibly with matter) and find a mixed signature holographic geometry specified by the asymptotic boundary condition given by the desired Schwinger-Keldysh contour. In the present work we circumnavigate this otherwise fascinating problem by considering the dynamics of a probe bulk gauge field in the aforementioned mixed-signature static background spacetime. This scenario gives then rise to the quadratic Schwinger-Keldysh effective action for the charge diffusion in holographic conformal field theories, which we derive to the second order in derivatives.
Our work builds on several earlier developments. In particular, in the previous paper [41] , see also ref. [42] , we considered the preliminary case of dissipationless fluids, i.e. those which do not exhibit entropy production, and derived their leading order effective action from holography. Our approach then focused on single-sided, asymptotically AdS black branes dual to a strongly-coupled conformal plasma around thermal equilibrium. To remove dissipative effects, we introduced a fictitious intermediate timelike hypersurface at some fixed radial position very close to the horizon and considered only the remaining spacetime between this radial cut-off and the conformal boundary. We identified the holographic dual of the degrees of freedom relevant for the fluid dynamic behavior with Wilson lines extending between the conformal boundary and the cutoff hypersurface, much in the spirit of ref. [43] , see also refs. [44, 45] . After solving the linearized Einstein equations with double-Dirichlet boundary conditions between the two boundaries at the leading order in the hydrodynamic gradient expansion, we computed the (partially) on-shell gravitational action which we then interpreted as the effective action for ideal fluids. It was, of course, already clear back then that this procedure was not enough had one wished to go beyond the leading order hydrodynamic expansion. Not only the dissipation was absent by construction, but also non-dissipative second order transport was suffering from divergences. The latter could only be cured by including dissipative effects, as we showed there using a simple membrane paradigm approximation, see in this context also our earlier work [46] .
The plan of the present article is the following. In sec. 2 we summarize the key ingredients of the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism which are necessary for the present work. The reader familiar with the literature of the subject may skip this part. In sec. 3 we provide a general discussion on how to parallel the same construction in holography using the real-time formulation of refs. [37, 38] . In sec. 4 we consider the specific example of a probe gauge field and show how the low-energy effective action for charge dynamics at strong coupling can be derived from holography. In sec. 5 we show how the general properties of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action are captured by a simple infrared (IR) piece which resides in the near horizon region of the spacetime and how the remaining geometry between the horizon and the boundaries only serves as a map of this information to where the dual field theory is defined. Finally, in sec. 6 we discuss some natural extensions of our results.
Note added: We learnt that ref. [47] , which will appear soon, also addresses the problem of deriving Schwinger-Keldysh effective actions using holography. Note added (v2): The results of ref. [47] are in agreement with ours.
The Schwinger-Keldysh effective action
Let us briefly review the main ingredients that enter the construction of Schwinger-Keldysh effective actions. We will mainly focus on the simplest case of the low-energy behavior of charged matter in a fixed thermal background which will be used in this work. This section is admittedly brief, we refer the reader to the review [30] and references therein for more details.
The Schwinger-Keldysh partition function is defined as
where ρ 0 is the density matrix of the initial state given at some time t = 0, U is the evolution operator from t = 0 to the infinite future t = +∞, and U † is the anti-evolution operator from the infinite future back to t = 0 where the state is defined. The evolution operators depend generically on external sources, collectively denoted by A R and A L , which are taken to be independent from one another. In a path integral representation, eq. (2.1) takes the form
where S is the microscopic action, functional of the microscopic fields ψ and the sources A. Appropriate boundary conditions need to be supplemented in the infinite future t = +∞, i.e. ψ L (t = +∞) = ψ R (t = +∞), and at t = 0. The relative minus sign between the R and L-type actions in (2.2) reflects the backward flow of time of the anti-evolution operator in eq. (2.1). With these definitions, the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral (2.2) can be viewed as an integral over a double-time contour where time flows forward in the upper part of the contour with time t R and then back with time t L to where the state is defined. If the initial state is thermal, i.e. ρ 0 ∼ e −βH with the inverse temperature β = 1/T , then the contour becomes complex, as depicted in Fig. 1 , and the imaginary time segment is also periodically identified with period β.
The main virtue of the Schwinger-Keldysh partition function (2.2) is that it incorporates a large class of Minkowski signature correlators for generic states. Defining the SchwingerKeldysh average and difference basis Figure 1 : The Schwinger-Keldysh contour at finite temperature. Time flows forward from t = 0 to t = +∞ and back to where the initial state is defined. The latter is represented by an imaginary time segment identified along the circles with period β = 1/T . the retarded, advanced and symmetric connected two-point functions can be shown to be related to very simple (which is part of the formalism's allure) variations of the generating functional W = −i ln Z as follows
see [30] for more details. These functions are of obvious interest in many-body physics 1 . Let us now separate in eq. (2.2) between the high-energy (UV) and low-energy (IR) degrees of freedom. Assuming that the UV degrees of freedom have been integrated out, the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral (2.2) can be formally rewritten in terms of appropriately defined IR dynamical fields ξ R and ξ L as 5) where S ef f is the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action that incorporates the low-energy dynamics around the state ρ 0 . With respect to the conventional Wilsonian effective action there are a few differences. For example, the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action depends on two copies of the infrared degrees of freedom which may interact with one another. It is those interactions that allow to write dissipative terms in the Lagrangian, something that is impossible to achieve with conventional effective actions. In this work we are interested in the low-energy effective action S ef f for charged matter at finite temperature in a fixed d-dimensional background. In this case, the external 1 In particular, the structure of singularities in the complex frequency and momentum plane of retarded twopoint functions has been the driving force behind recent progress on understanding non-equilibrium properties of states of matter evading quasiparticle description, see, e.g., refs. [12, 48, 49] for contemporary reviews.
sources are taken to be a pair of U (1) flavor fields A R µ and A L µ which live on two different spacetimes, dubbed as R and L, and transform as connections under two independent gauge transformations parameterized by Λ R and Λ L , 6) where µ = t , x 1 , . . . , x d are spacetime indices. Notice that the coordinates defined on the R and L spacetimes, x µ = (t, x), can in principle be independent as the fields in R transform under independent diffeomorphisms than those in L. However, as we already alluded many times, we are only interested in the charge dynamics, thus in a probe limit where the background is fixed to the Minkowski metric η µν and the spacetime coordinates on which the two type of fields R and L depend can be taken to be identical. The relevant low-energy degrees of freedom are two scalar fields φ L and φ R that appear in the effective action in combination with the sources as follows
Expressions (2.7) are pullbacks of the sources A R µ and A L µ from their respective R and L target spaces to a common worldvolume spacetime parameterized by the coordinates σ i = (t, x). The maps x µ (σ), φ R (σ) and φ L (σ) define the pullback and here we have promoted the scalar fields to be the dynamical low-energy fields that capture the hydrodynamic behavior of the charge current. The remaining maps x µ (σ) are not dynamical and are taken to only include a reparameterization of time between the target spaces and the worldvolume. With a little bit of prescience we write them as x µ (σ) = t / √ f δ , x where √ f δ is a redshift factor. As we will see again later on, this picture is very much reminiscent of black holes where the target spaces can be identified with the boundaries of an eternal AdS black hole and the worldvolume with the near horizon region where the redshift can be naturally defined through the emblackening factor. In fact, the metric on the worldvolume is defined as 8) which is the pullback of the boundary metric to the near horizon region. The scalar fields φ R and φ L are respectively bifundamental maps between the tangent bundles over the R/L target spaces and the tangent bundle over the worldvolume. They transform thus as follows
where Λ is the U (1) gauge parameter on the worldvolume. With these definitions, the combinations (2.7) are invariant under the R and L gauge transformations, and transform as connections under the worldvolume one
In what follows, it is convenient to introduce r and a-type combinations of the fields and sources
Having defined the low-energy degrees of freedom, the most general Schwinger-Keldysh effective action S ef f can now be constructed requiring compatibility with the symmetries of the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral (2.1), Schwinger-Keldysh symmetry:
Reality condition:
KMS symmetry:
and with the constraint
Expressions (2.12) and (2.13) are valid for any initial state ρ 0 while the KMS symmetry (2.14) is only applicable for thermal states ρ 0 ∼ e −βH where β = 1/T is the inverse of the temperature, see, again, ref. [30] for more details. In writing eq. (2.14) we have also assumed CPT invariance 2 of the underlying microscopic theory, where η is the CPT eigenvalue associated to the operator dual to the corresponding source A. For example, in the case A is an external U (1) flavor field A µ depending on t and x coordinates of the Minkowski metric, the corresponding CPT eigenvalue η µ is η t = η x = −1 and the remaining components are +1. Notice that upon reinstating in the expressions above we have β → β, and so the KMS symmetry (2.14) is a nonlocal Z 2 symmetry at the full quantum level. Although it is possible to take a classical limit → 0 where quantum fluctuations are neglected and the condition (2.14) becomes local, for the probe limit case at hand this restriction is not necessary and we may work in the full quantum regime, see, e.g., ref. [20] . Let us also notice that when A R (t) = A L (t − iβ), we have from (2.14) that Z[A R (t) = A L (t − iβ)] = 1, meaning that the Schwinger-Keldysh partition function for thermal states has an additional limit where it becomes trivial, other than the one given in eq. (2.12).
We cannot help but mention that the Schwinger-Keldysh symmetry (2.12) can be implemented at tree level by requiring the effective action to be at least linear in the a-type combinations of the fields and sources B a . At the full quantum level however this condition is not sufficient. The same property can be accounted for using a BRST-type symmetry introducing additional ghost-like degrees of freedom [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , see also refs. [16-18, 20, 21, 23, 24] for a supersymmetric implementation of this symmetry 3 . While such a construction is convenient as an organizational principle, it has been shown in ref. [50] that ghost degrees of 2 The condition on CPT invariance of the microscopic theory can be changed to any combination of the discrete symmetries as long as it contains time invariance, see ref. [15] .
3 A second BRST charge arises when imposing the KMS symmetry (2.14), see refs. [15, 20, 21, 24] . The authors of refs. [14, [16] [17] [18] have a more general structure of an N = 2 equivariant cohomology.
freedom effectively decouple to all loop orders in the effective action and, for the purposes of this work, we will neglect them completely. Another set of symmetries of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action comes from the doubled structure of the path integral (2.2): every continuous symmetry of the microscopic action is doubled. In our case, this amounts to have a doubled U (1) flavor symmetry which can be implemented at the level of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action by allowing the lowenergy degrees of freedom and the external sources to appear only in the invariant pullback combinations (2.7),
The effective action (3.6) not only needs to be invariant under the doubled symmetries of the R/L target spaces but also under the U (1) symmetry implied on the common worldvolume spacetime by the transformation properties of the bifundamental fields (2.9). This transformation is however restricted to preserve the properties of the initial state. For example, in the coordinates where the chemical potential is given by the time component of the average pullback source µ = B rt , only time-independent gauge transformations with parameter Λ( x) are allowed to keep µ invariant. Thus, under the "gauge-fixed" worldvolume U (1) gauge transformations, the pullback sources transform as 4 17) and the effective action S ef f in (3.6) must be invariant under these transformations.
Having introduced all the symmetries, a local low-energy Schwinger-Keldysh effective action can be written in a hydrodynamic expansion
where the superscript counts the amount of derivatives. The superficial 5 dimensionless expansion parameter is l mf p l 1, (2.19) where l is the size of the gradients and, in weakly-coupled theories, l mf p is the typical scale for consequent collisions of the microscopic particles. For conformal field theories, l mf p ∼ /T with the proportionality constant in general depending on the interaction strength 6 , see, e.g., ref. [51] . 4 The transformations (2.17) are given in the so-called static gauge. See, e.g., refs. [20, 28] for a full covariant implementation of the worldvolume gauge invariance. 5 One of the most interesting recent lessons about hydrodynamics is that constitutive relations for the energy-momentum tensor truncated at low orders of the derivative expansion can work remarkably well even if the relevant gradient terms are of the order of the perfect fluid contributions. The naive criterion (2.19) is then strongly violated. This, however, does not lead to a contradiction since it has been explicitly shown in several cases that the gradient expansion of the energy-momentum tensor is a divergent series for which convergence conditions appropriate for series with a finite radius of convergence do not apply. See ref. [12] for a broad overview of the relevant developments. 6 For holographic theories, for which the coupling constant is infinite, the proportionality constant turns out to be just some finite number.
To count derivatives, we choose B r ∼ O(1) and B a ∼ O(∂), since only in this way terms related by the KMS symmetry (2.14) appear on the same footing. This can be seen by realizing that
and that in the same limit the average and difference combinations transform as A r → A r and A a → A a + iβ∂ t A r under the KMS symmetry (2.14). Thus, for example, a term in the effective action of the form B a ∂B r is related to a term proportional to B a B a .
Finally, the physical equation of motion for the dynamical field φ r is associated to the variation of the effective action with respect to the field φ a 7 and it can be recast into a conservation equation 20) where the charge current is defined as
In this way it is possible to extract the off-shell (φ r -dependent, i.e. obtained without solving the equations of motion for φ r ) constitutive relations for the charge current J i from an effective action S ef f order by order in a derivative expansion. Having J i , the constitutive relations in the target space(s) can be simply obtained via a pushforward
Given that we will be almost exclusively interested in quantities defined on the target spaces and that the pullback maps for the U (1) flavor field in the probe limit are rather simple, in what follows we will construct the effective action directly in the target space(s). Combining all the ingredients together, the most general local Schwinger-Keldysh effective action describing the dynamics of a conserved charge current can be constructed using B r and B a fields satisfying the conditions (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.17) . To third order in a derivative expansion, 8 to quadratic order in the fields and restricting to the longitudinal sector where the wave vector points along the x direction k = (k, 0, . . . ) and the only non-vanishing space component of B i is B x , the most general effective action (see Appendix A for details) is given by
There is an equivalent equation when varying the effective action with respect to the φr fields. In the absence of difference sources Aa = 0 it is solved by setting φa = 0. 8 Note that we assigned Ba ∼ O(∂) and since the effective action is at least linear in Ba, keeping terms up to third order in derivatives in the effective action amounts to having the constitutive relations up to second order in derivatives.
Here χ, σ, . . . are generic functions of the temperature T which would need to be determined from the microscopic theory. Notice that the effective action (2.23) is linear in B a such that the Schwinger-Keldysh symmetry (2.12) is satisfied at least at tree level and the quadratic term in the B a fields is imaginary so that the reality condition (2.13) holds. Moreover, the second and the third term (as well as the fourth and the fifth, and the one proportional to k 2 ) in (2.23) are not independent since they are related to one another by the KMS symmetry (2.14). Finally, for (2.17) to be satisfied, the spatial components of B r fields only appear with time derivatives ∂ t B r x . Finally, integrating out the dynamical degrees of freedom φ a and φ r in eq. (2.23) leads to the tree level generating functional W = −i ln Z from which one can extract the two-point functions (2.4). The diffusive pole can be computed from the retarded correlator and it is given by
where we can readily interpret
as the diffusion constant, σ as the conductivity and χ as the susceptibility. Note that it is a linear combination of several coefficients from the action that contributes to the second order (quartic in momentum) correction to the dispersion relation (2.24). To close this part of the analysis, let us also comment that eq. (2.15) constrains the first order coefficients to be non-negative
see, e.g., refs. [20, 31] .
Towards the holographic Schwinger-Keldysh effective action
In this section we build a gravitational parallel with the various field theory notions introduced so far. The main goal is to give a prescription for constructing and deriving the holographic dual of the low-energy Schwinger-Keldysh effective action S ef f for strongly-coupled conformal field theories at finite temperature and a large rank of the gauge group N (large central charge).
The mixed signature bulk spacetime
A simple prescription to compute the Schwinger-Keldysh partition function (2.2) in holography appeared first in ref. [36] where the double-time contour of the dual field theory was mimicked in the gravity side by an eternal black hole in AdS. The key ingredient of this construction is the presence of an independent dual conformal field theory at each of the (left and right) boundaries, see, e.g., refs. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . In this way, a map between the field theory Schwinger-Keldysh path integral (2.2) and the gravitational one arises quite naturally by associating the two boundary field theories to the doubled structure in eq. (2.2). The prescription of ref. [36] was subsequently refined in refs. [37, 38] which provided a systematic approach to real-time holography, previous works in this context include also refs. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . For example, while ref. [36] relied on certain natural boundary conditions to be imposed in the interior of the spacetime, the authors of refs. [37, 38] adopted a fully holographic point of view where bulk dynamics depends only on boundary data and at most on regularity conditions in the interior. Moreover, the procedure outlined in refs. [37, 38] is not restricted to Schwinger-Keldysh contours but encompasses multiple forward and backward evolutions starting from a general, not necessarily thermal, initial state. This powerful procedure can be summarized as follows. First, to each real-time segment of the contour associate a Lorentzian bulk spacetime and to each imaginary time segment assign a Euclidean one. All parts of the spacetime should then be glued smoothly together along fixed time slices and any other field living in such mixed signature spacetime must also be smooth across the separation surfaces. Notice that the resulting mixed signature bulk spacetimes are not exotic and that similar constructions have been considered previously in the context of cosmology, see ref. [63] and a discussion of several related developments in footnote 10.
The bulk gravity solution dual to the field theory Schwinger-Keldysh contour of Fig. 1 for a thermal state can be realized as follows. The real-time field theory segments are given by the boundaries of a Lorentzian eternal black hole in AdS cut along some finite time slices 9 between, say, t = 0 and t =t. The two imaginary time segments in Fig. 1 are given by the 9 We could as well have chosen to place the initial state at some time in the infinite past t = −∞. This would correspond in the field theory side to the contour in Fig. 1 extended all the way to t = −∞.
Figure 3: The mixed signature bulk spacetime containing two Lorentzian regions, M R and M L , with future horizons identified and one Euclidean black hole M E glued smoothly together along finite time slices. Notice that in order to simplify the drawing we flipped the left segment with respect to the way it appears in fig. 2 , so that the left time increases now upwards.
boundary of the analytically-continued 10 Euclidean AdS black hole with period β. Cutting along two finite time slices, at τ = 0 and τ = β − σ as depicted in Fig. 2 , we glue t L = 0 to τ 0 = 0 and τ 0 = β − σ to t R = 0. Then we glue t R =t to τ 1 = 0 and t L =t to τ 1 = σ. By doing so, we are ensuring that the total periodicity of the Euclidean time is β. The SchwingerKeldysh contour of Fig. 1 is then realized by sendingt → +∞ such that the late time slice corresponds to the future horizons. Moreover, we can also choose to set σ = 0 so that the future horizons in the right and left region of the eternal black hole are effectively identified with one another. In this way, the bulk spacetime precisely realizes the contour in Fig. 1 where the two real time segments are taken to be lying on top of each other. The resulting mixed signature bulk spacetime is summarized in Fig. 3 . Two Lorentzian geometries, M R and M L , are glued together along t = +∞ and to a Euclidean cap M 0 along t = 0. The gluing is smooth by construction since the metric and the extrinsic curvature are identified across these finite time slices. A bulk spacetime of this sort appeared before in ref. [39] . What is interesting is that the black hole interior is not included in this geometrization of the thermal Schwinger-Keldysh profile in the probe approximation and will play no role in the calculation we are about to perform.
10 For simple spacetimes, as the one considered in this work, the analytic continuation to Euclidean time gives real spacetime metrics. The prescription necessitates, however, complex spacetimes when considering, say, rotating black holes, see ref. [38] . Recent works [64, 65] , building on [66] [67] [68] revived interests in constructing complex spacetimes also outside the realm of holography. Of course, the challenge is to find fully non-linear solutions of Einstein equations with matter without too restrictive symmetry assumptions on the boundary sources. One simple way to circumnavigate this demanding problem is by constructing the bulk by gluing pieces of time-translationally-invariant geometries and only in this analytically-given background explicitly solve for the actual dynamics of probe fields (gauge fields, metric perturbations, etc).
A different choice of σ would lead to another parameterization of the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral and the resulting correlators. For example, σ = β/2 would correspond to the thermofield double partition function
where
βH . A parameterization of this type was effectively considered in ref. [36] and more recently in ref. [40] precisely to build the holographic dual of eq. (3.1) through the real-time holography techniques of refs. [37, 38] .
The degrees of freedom
Now that we have build the mixed signature bulk spacetime necessary to derive the holographic dual of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action, we need to identify the bulk dual of the relevant low-energy degrees of freedom responsible for hydrodynamic phenomena.
In the simple case of charge diffusion in a fixed thermal background, the field theory degrees of freedom are two scalar fields φ R and φ L as previously discussed around eq. (2.7). The holographic dual of one of these quantities was first introduced in ref. [43] as a Wilson line of a probe bulk gauge field A M and subsequently covariantly generalized in ref. [41] to correspond to spacelike geodesics extending between two boundaries of the bulk spacetime
Here V M = dx M /dλ is the tangent vector to spacelike geodesics γ with affine parameter λ extending between two timelike boundaries at (x µ , γ(λ 1 )) and (x µ , γ(λ 2 )), while M labels coordinates in the bulk. In particular, the boundaries are taken to be the conformal boundary at infinity (which can be interpreted in light of the discussion in sec. 2 as one of the target spaces) and an intermediate timelike slice at finite radius, very close to the horizon of a black brane in AdS (interpreted as the worldvolume).
Here we are going to consider two of these Wilson lines precisely to retain the doubling structure of the fields and sources of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action. Starting from the interior of the spacetime close to the bifurcation horizon we extend a Wilson line towards each of the left and right conformal boundaries of the Lorentzian regions M L and M R in Fig. 3 . These Wilson lines will correspond to the low-energy degrees of freedom φ R and φ L and in fact we will use the same symbols when dealing with these objects.
Let us elaborate on why eq. (3.2) is a valid choice for the low-energy degree of freedom describing charge diffusion. Consider bulk gauge transformations δ Λ A M = ∂ M Λ with parameter Λ. The transformations which are equal at the two boundaries with Λ(λ 1 ) = Λ(λ 2 ) leave φ in (3.2) invariant 11 . Under a generic bulk gauge transformations with Λ(λ 1 ) = Λ(λ 2 ), the field φ transforms instead as a bifundamental field with respect to what can be interpreted as independent gauge transformations on the two boundaries
similarly to what happens in eq. (2.9). This property is almost all we want. We still need the field φ to transform under a restricted version of the worldvolume gauge transformations as discussed around eq. (2.17). This can be achieved when one of the boundaries is pushed towards the horizon. Here, the time component of the gauge field needs to be set to zero given that otherwise the gauge connection on the corresponding Euclidean cap would be singular, see, e.g., ref. [69] . Thus, to avoid the time component of the gauge field A t to acquire any nonzero value at the horizon, only time-independent gauge transformations are allowed there 12 , precisely as in eq. (2.17). These properties make it manifest that the aforementioned Wilson lines are continuously connected to the Goldstone modes of spontaneously broken global symmetries, see the original ref. [43] and subsequent developments in refs. [41, 42, 45] . The main idea in these works is the following. It is well known that in holography global symmetry transformations of a dual field theory are represented by gauge transformations of the bulk fields that act in a desired way (i.e. as a desired global transformation) at the boundary. However, if the bulk contains two boundaries (here, as in refs. [41] [42] [43] 45] , the UV boundary and a surface right outside the horizon), then bulk gauge transformations induce two global symmetriesone for each boundary. However, the connectedness of the bulk makes independent global transformations impossible without preserving the solution, which is a clear manifestation of a spontaneous symmetry breaking. In the present case, the relevant symmetry breaking pattern is U (1) × U (1) into the diagonal U (1), which gives rise to a single Goldstone boson (3.2).
To make sure that the quantity in (3.2) is well defined, we require φ to be invariant under infinitesimal variations of the bulk gauge field δA M . The latter can be separated into longitudinal and perpendicular contributions to the tangent vector V M ,
It is immediate to see that orthogonal variations do not modify φ in eq. (3.2) while longitudinal ones do, unless they are of a pure gauge form
In what follows we will thus work with a constrained variational principle where longitudinal variations of the bulk gauge field are set to zero
12 More precisely, the covariant requirement is A = 0 at the horizon. A pure gauge boundary condition AM dx M = dx M ∂M f at the horizon with f a generic function would therefore satisfy the above constraint.
In this way, any gauge transformation is allowed at the horizon as it would preserve the covariant condition above.
Given the action for a probe gauge field
where g A is the effective gauge coupling and F M N is the bulk electromagnetic field strength, the resulting equations of motion can also be separated into longitudinal and perpendicular contributions,
In practice, to implement the constrained variational principle and to have a well defined dynamical field φ in eq. A similar analysis to the one considered in this section goes through for the case of linear fluid dynamic equations, thus, holographically, for bulk metric perturbations, see, e.g., refs. [41, 42] for a definition of the corresponding low-energy fluid degrees of freedom in holography. This setup, however, lies outside of the scope of the present work.
The effective action for diffusion from holography
In this section we are going to consider in more detail the example of a conserved charge current in (1+3)-dimensional strongly coupled conformal field theories at large N . Through holography, this system corresponds on the gravity side to the low-energy dynamics of a probe U (1) gauge field in a fixed spacetime at finite temperature given by an AdS 5 black brane metric.
In Lorentzian signature the background metric can be written using Schwarzschild-like coordinates
is the emblackening factor, T is the Hawking temperature and L is the AdS curvature radius. The radial coordinate u stretches between the bifurcation surface at u = 1 and the conformal boundary located at u = 0. The future horizon corresponds to u = 1 and t → +∞, see, e.g., ref. [70] . The Euclidean black brane metric can be obtained from eq. (4.1) by a Wick rotation of the time coordinate t = −i τ ,
As described in the previous section we will make use of both of these metrics. Two Lorentzian spacetimes of the form (4.1), corresponding to the left and right parts of the eternal black hole M L and M R , are glued to the Euclidean spacetime (4.3) parameterizing the Euclidean cap M E , see Fig. 3 . To do so, one needs to ensure that the continuity conditions are satisfied across the gluing surfaces. This is easily achieved in our fixed background since the gluings are performed along fixed time slices, where the induced metric and the extrinsic curvature of the metrics (4.3) and (4.1) coincide. Notice that in building the mixed signature background there are three sets of coordinates which we will parameterize with subscripts R, L and E when referring to M R , M L and M E respectively. However, to avoid cluttering of notation, we will also often omit these subscripts when their meaning is clear from the context. The action of the probe U (1) gauge field A M in Lorentzian signature is given by eq. (3.6) with d = 1 + 3. It is convenient to work in Fourier space where
and, without loss of generality, we have chosen to align the wave vector along the x direction k = (k, 0, 0). In the following we will suppress, as was the case in eq. As a result, the equations of motion, 6) separate between the two channels. In the reminder of this work we will consider the longitudinal channel (4.5a) as it is the only one which exhibits a non-trivial hydrodynamic behavior. We find it convenient to re-parameterize the fields as follows
where denotes the derivative with respect to the radial coordinate u. The field φ is a non-local Wilson line
extending along geodesics at fixed (t, x) between two hypersurfaces located at fixed radii δ and u. When these boundaries are stretched between the horizon δ = 1 and the conformal boundary u = 0, as it has been anticipated in the previous section around eq. (3.2), the field (4.8) can be interpreted as the holographic dual of the low-energy degree of freedom capturing the long-lived excitations of charged matter of the dual field theory side, see ref. [43] and subsequent refs. [41, 42] . The only difference between eq. (4.8) and the field appearing in the definition (2.7) is that the former is defined in Schwarzschild coordinates, thus boundary (target space) coordinates, while the latter is defined on the worldvolume. We could work with combinations in (4.7) pulled back to the horizon (i.e. the worldvolume) but we choose not to. Such combinations would differ only by an overall multiplicative factor which will be cancelled anyway given that we are interested in the physical quantities defined on the target spaces via pushforwards, as in eq. 
where the dependence on u is implied and we have introduced the rescaled frequency and momentumω
The first two equations (4.10a) and (4.10b) are the dynamical equations for B t and B x while the last equation (4.10c) is a constraint, i.e. the field equation projected along the geodesic on which the Wilson line (4.8) is defined. Our primary goal is to solve the dynamical equations while leaving the constraint unsolved. This will allow us to compute a partially on-shell bulk action which will be interpreted as the local effective action for the low-energy dynamics of charged matter in the dual field theory.
The bulk piecewise solution
Let us now derive the bulk solution by solving the field equations in the various parts of the spacetime and patching them together along the gluing surfaces at constant time. Performing the near horizon limit first u → 1 and then the hydrodynamic limit
the equations (4.10a) and (4.10b) admit a simple solution of the form
where a c , a l and a ± are integration constants. The time component of B t has a constant and linear behavior at the horizon, while B x is a superposition of an ingoing and outgoing mode. At higher orders in derivatives, the equations (4.10a) and (4.10b) are coupled and it is plausible to work with the following ansatz
where m = m(ω,k, u), n = n(ω,k, u), . . . are linearly dependent mode solutions. Only 4 solutions are independent, in fact by inserting expressions (4.14) into eq. (4.10a) we can immediately show that one can express p, q, h ± in terms of m, n, g ± . We require that near the horizon the solution (4.14) reproduces the behavior seen in eq. (4.13), thus
where λ is a bookkeeping parameter counting the number of derivatives and dots denote higher order terms in the hydrodynamic expansion. Thus, the general bulk solution in the various parts of the spacetime can be parameterized by 12 independent coefficients, 8 in the Lorentzian parts given by a
where s = R, L and 4 more in the Euclidean manifold given by a E c , a E l and a E ± , We now impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on the conformal boundaries of the two Lorentzian parts of the spacetime and trivial (i.e. vanishing) boundary conditions on the Euclidean cap,
where, again, s = R, L. We refrained from using another symbol for the sources, the distinction between the bulk gauge field and its boundary value should be clear from the context. Non-vanishing non-normalizable modes in the Euclidean part of the spacetime can be interpreted as considering excited initial states, see, e.g., ref. [71, 72] . Here, instead, we have restricted ourselves to the case where the initial state is simply thermal. The conditions (4.18) imply relations among the integration constants
and we have introduced the shortcut notation where, for example, n 0 = n(ω,k, u = 0). Using these expressions it is possible to fix 6 of the integrations constants,
and a E − , in terms of the other ones. Another condition on the coefficients arises requiring the Euclidean cap not to have a singular gauge connection at the horizon, see, e.g., ref. [69] . This can be achieved by demanding that the time component of the gauge field vanishes at the horizon as we have discussed in the previous section. We thus impose Continuity conditions across the gluing surfaces imply that the same constraints should hold in the Lorentzian parts of the bulk spacetime given that these modes all meet at the bifurcation point, a
The next step in constructing the full solution in our spacetime depicted in Fig. 3 is to impose continuity of the gauge field along the surfaces at which the Lorentzian parts of the spacetime are glued to the Euclidean black hole. These conditions are simply given by
and imply the relations
where β = 1/T is the period of the Euclidean cap. The requirement that also the time derivative of the fields across the gluing surfaces is continuous does not impose additional constraints.
To derive eq. (4.23) we used the fact that source insertions B s t and B s x are vanishing at t L = 0 and t R = 0 to match the boundary condition on the Euclidean cap and have support only at later times. After imposing the relations (4.19), (4.20), (4.21) and (4.23), the combinations in (4.22) depend only on the external sources, as they should. For example, we have
with ∆ xt − and ∆ xx − being functions of the modes m, h + . . . which we will define shortly. The combination in eq. (4.24) is vanishing for t > 0 as long as ∆ xt − and ∆ xx − have no poles in the upper half of the complex ω-plane where the integral is convergent. We have verified up to second order in the derivative expansion that ∆ xt − and ∆ xx − indeed satisfy the above requirement. It is also natural to expect that this feature holds also at higher orders in derivatives given that the propagators ∆ − have essentially an ingoing behavior near the horizon, although we have not verified this statement explicitly.
Finally, let us impose a gluing condition on the late time surfacet which is taken tô t → +∞ in such a way that it coincides with the future horizons. The precise position of this late time hypersurface is not so important as long as it is later than any source insertion. Thus, we require
which give
where we have defined the Boltzmann distribution
In obtaining eq. (4.26) we used similar arguments as the ones appearing around eq. (4.24). The late time surface is located at timest bigger than any possible other time where the sources might have been inserted making the domain of convergence of the integrals involved in eq. (4.25) being the lower half of the complex ω-plane. We will have to make sure that after imposing the condition on the coefficients (4.26) the argument of the integrals has poles at most in the upper half complex ω-plane.
Having fixed all the integration constants in terms of the boundary sources, we have succeeded in finding a regular formal bulk solution interpolating between the Lorentzian and Euclidean manifolds as a function of the sources B L t , B R t , B L x and B R x inserted on the left and right conformal boundaries. To summarize, the solution can be parameterized as follows
where s = R, L, µ = t, x (or µ = τ, x) and ∆ µν sm and ∆ µν Em are the bulk to boundary propagators. For example, ∆ tt LL is the propagator which determines the bulk gauge field B L t in M L under the influence of the source B L t inserted at the conformal boundary of the same manifold. On the other hand, ∆ tt LR is the bulk to boundary propagator for the same bulk gauge field B L t in M L , depending now on the source B R t inserted on the conformal boundary of M R instead. The bulk to boundary propagators are explicitly given by
where we have defined the combinations
Before proceeding let us first observe a simple fact. When the external sources are set to be equal to one another on the two sides of the Lorentzian spacetime B L x = B R x = B x and B L t = B R t = B t , the bulk gauge field in M R depends only on the combination ∆ µν − ,
We will see in what follows that ∆ µν − is related to ingoing modes on the right part of the bulk spacetime M R . Thus, as it has been previously observed in ref. [39] , selecting the sector with equal sources on the boundary is equivalent to selecting ingoing mode solutions and therefore a retarded propagation. This is not surprising and reflects the well known prescription to compute retarded correlators in holography by imposing ingoing boundary conditions at the horizon [58] .
Conversely, when the sources are set to be equal to one another up to a shift by β in imaginary time, B R t = e −ω/T B L t = B t and B R x = e −ω/T B L x = B x , we have
where the combination ∆ µν + will be related to the outgoing mode in the bulk. Thus, this subsector is equivalent to selecting outgoing mode solutions. We observe, therefore, a parallel between the two subsectors for which the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral for thermal states becomes trivial as discussed in sec. 2 and the distinction between ingoing and outgoing modes in the bulk.
Let us conclude this section by commenting on a couple of important points. Notice that we have been cavalier in performing Fourier transforms. In fact, given that the sources have support only on a half time line between t = 0 andt → ∞, the appropriate transformation would have been instead the Laplace transform. By working with Fourier transforms, we have abandoned the idea of finding a unique solution. We will be content here with determining a solution and not to uniquely determine it. The reason is that we could have as well extended the Lorentzian manifold from t = 0 all the way to t = −∞ and worked with a spacetime where time runs from t = −∞ to t = +∞. The initial state, i.e. the Euclidean cap, would have needed to be glued to the slice t = −∞. We have verified that the resulting solution is equivalent to the one presented in the main text and that in this case it is unique as there are no normalizable modes compatible with the gluing conditions.
The holographic Schwinger-Keldysh effective action
Now that we have the formal bulk piecewise solution (4.28) at our disposal, we are ready to derive the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action describing diffusion of a U (1) charge current in the dual conformal field theory in a saddle point approximation and up to the quadratic order in the fields and sources.
We first compute the bulk action for the Maxwell field (3.6) partially on-shell, that is using only the dynamical equations of motion given by eqs. (4.10a) and (4.10b). The resulting action is simply given by a term of the form
where ∂M is the boundary of the manifold M. Secondly, we evaluate the on-shell action on the boundary of the spacetime by taking the following combination 34) where the minus sign in front of the contribution of the left-hand side of the Lorentzian spacetime comes from the fact that we take time to run backwards in M L to match the field theory contour in Fig. 1 . Given that there are no sources inserted at the conformal boundary of the Euclidean cap, the on-shell action corresponding to the Euclidean region will be actually vanishing. Inserting the solution (4.28) we found in the previous Section into the expression (4.34) leads to 35) where the summation only over t and x indices comes from restricting to the longitudinal channel (the only one with the gapless excitations), see eq. (4.5a). Note that given eq. (4.33), the terms mixing t and x come into play from subleading behavior of B's at the UV boundary ∂M. In eq. (4.35) we have also defined the average and difference combinations of the pullback sources, see also eq. (2.7), 36) and, on top, we also defined the following quantities
with
Given the ∆ µν ± 's defined in (4.30), we explicitly have
where denotes a derivative with respect to the radial coordinate u. Note that the only dependence on the sources and gapless modes comes into eq. (4.35) obviously through B's and the functions (4.39) depend only onω,k and otherwise, trivially, on T . One important thing that we want to stress here is that the coefficients in front of various B-terms in eq. (4.35) are not Green's functions given by eq. (2.4), since the Goldstone field has not been yet integrated out (i.e. put on-shell). In particular, these coefficients, given by simple derivative expansions, do not have visible singularities as opposed to Green's functions, which we would expect to have a diffusive pole.
Let us now integrate out the dynamical degrees of freedom by imposing their equations of motion δS ef f δφ r = 0 and δS ef f δφ a = 0 . (4.40)
As anticipated above, the holographic Schwinger-Keldysh effective action (4.35) put on shell becomes the generating functional for connected correlators 42) and we have defined the fully gauge-invariant variable for sources
By varying (4.41) with respect to the external gauge invariant sources Z, the formal expressions for the corresponding retarded, advanced and symmetric two-point functions in momentum space are given by 45) and that
The usual current-current two-point functions can now be easily recovered from the expressions (4.44) by multiplying with appropriateω andk factors.
The Schwinger-Keldysh effective action up to second order
While the discussion in previous section was formal, it is certainly of interest to have a look at the explicit form of the effective action up to third order in derivatives which gives rise to constitutive relations at second order 13 . Consider the modes (4.15a) and their solutions. To first order in a hydrodynamic expansion, the solutions take the form
We refer interested reader to appendix B for an analytic form of second order formulae. Inserting these expressions into eqs. (4.39) and (4.37) we find
which, as anticipated in the previous section, are just given by truncated Taylor series in frequency and momentum, i.e. do not have any singularities at the level of their expansions. Substituting these expressions into the effective action (4.35) and taking the hydrodynamic limit to third order gives eq. (B.2) from the appendix. Here we just quote its real space form, which is
(4.49)
Eq. (4.49) is our final result for the effective action for diffusion to third order (second order constitutive relations) for holographic field theories and to quadratic order in amplitudes. It obviously satisfies all the symmetries presented in sec. 2 at tree level, i.e. the SchwingerKeldysh symmetry (2.12), the KMS symmetry (2.14), etc., as it should. The constitutive relations that can be extracted from the effective action (4.49) are
where we have identified the chemical potential µ = B r t , the electric field E x = ∂ x B r t −∂ t B r x and the vector V x = E x − ∂ x µ = −∂ t B r x . Although it is tantalizing to directly compare the resulting effective action and constitutive relations with the general expressions at the end of sec. 2, one should bear in mind that the expressions derived here are given in a particular reference frame. Hydrodynamic variables, like the chemical potential, can always be redefined order by order by performing a transformation µ → µ + δµ where δµ is of higher order in 13 Remember Ba ∼ ∂.
derivatives. In this way it is always possible to reabsorb certain transport coefficients into redefinitions of lower order ones. One possible way to extract physically independent transport coefficients is to consider frame invariant combinations of the constitutive relations, as in ref. [73] . The alternative is to instead inspect the poles of the field theory correlators and this is the route that we will take. Up to fist order in the hydrodynamic expansion, the relevant correlators (4.44) are
where we have identified the susceptibility and the diffusion constant as
These values match known results derived from holography by other means, see, e.g., [74, 75] . From the third order effective action (4.49) we can compute the corresponding generating functional and extract, say, the diffusive pole to second order in the hydrodynamic expansion
which agrees with known results in literature, see, e.g., [74] . A comparison with the field theory result (2.24) gives us 14
To close this section, let us re-stress that the key novelty of the presented approach are not things like eq. (4.54), which has been already known for a long time, but rather the ability to reproduce from an ab initio calculation structures postulated earlier using an effective field theory reasoning.
The near-horizon region and the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action
In this section we derive the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action describing diffusion on an intermediate radial cut-off of the bulk spacetime, which interpolates between the horizons and the conformal boundaries. Fluid dynamics on finite cutoff hypersurfaces for black holes in holography and beyond was considered before in refs. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] and here we focus on the charge dynamics to understand its role, via semi-holography [43, 45, 82] , in calculations of Schwinger-Keldysh effective actions.
The infrared Schwinger-Keldysh effective action
The ansatz for the gauge field in the bulk is similar to the one discussed around eqs. (4.14) and (4.15a). The Dirichlet boundary conditions are now fixed on timelike hypersurfaces at finite radius u = δ as follows
where s = R, L and µ = t, x as usual. This time we have allowed non-vanishing sources on the (finite cutoff) boundary of the Euclidean manifold as well. As previously, we impose that the gauge field at the horizon is vanishing, namely we require eqs. (4.20) and (4.21), to secure regularity of the gauge field at the tip of the Euclidean cigar. Gluing conditions along the fixed time slices at t = 0 and at t = +∞, similarly to eqs. (4.23) and (4.26), imply
where we have defined the shortcut notation for, e.g., h δ + = h + (ω,k, u = δ). The solution in the Lorentzian parts of the bulk spacetime can be written similarly to eq. (4.28) as
where the bulk to boundary propagators now depend on the position of the radial cutoff δ,
and we have defined the combinations
The solution in the Euclidean manifold can be written in an analogous fashion. The infrared Schwinger-Keldysh effective action can be now derived evaluating the partially on-shell effective action in the various parts of the spacetime, as we have done around eq. (4.34). The result is
where we have defined
In writing eq. (5.6) we have omitted the contribution of the Euclidean cap for simplicity which is not vanishing in this case. Notice that by sending the intermediate cut-off to the conformal boundary δ → 0 the original Schwinger-Keldysh effective action (4.35) is recovered. Moreover, we can clearly see that the same characteristics of the full effective action of the dual field theory are retained in the infrared. For instance, the effective action is at least linear in the a-type sources to satisfy the Schwinger-Keldysh symmetry of the underlying path integral. Let us now consider the limit where the intermediate radial cutoff is taken to be very close to the horizon δ → 1. The Schwinger-Keldysh effective action (5.6) becomes
This effective action is universal and simple in the sense that it is given to all orders in a hydrodynamic expansion since in deriving it we have not used the explicit mode solutions but only their near horizon behaviors. In this way this object can be thought of as a simple effective action incorporating already all the symmetries of the full Schwinger-Keldysh effective action even if it is restricted to some near horizon region. To make comparison with known results we need to rescale the coordinates in a way that the induced metric on the intermediate radial cutoff δ is (conformally) flat
With this redefinition the various field theory quantities scale asω 11) and the near horizon effective action becomes 12) which is effectively living on the worldvolume. The diffusion constant in these coordinates is given by
and matches the well-known result of ref. [76] with an exact dispersion relationω = −i D k 2 .
The diffusion constant on a finite radial cutoff can also be easily extracted D = 1/2πT (1 + δ) which interpolates between the field theory result defined on the conformal boundary and the one on the horizon, see, again, ref. [76] .
The infrared/ultraviolet coupling
Having the infrared Schwinger-Keldysh effective action (5.9) as a simple object incorporating the near horizon physics we would like to show that the remaining part of the spacetime between the horizon and the conformal boundary acts as a mere transfer of this information to the dual conformal field theory. To see this, let us use the finite radial cutoff to separate the bulk spacetime into an IR region ranging between the cutoff and the horizon and a UV region extending from the cutoff to the conformal boundary, see, e.g., [43] [44] [45] . The names associated to the different regions in spacetime parallel the field theory interpretation where, through the UV/IR relation in holography, short/large scale physics in the bulk corresponds to the IR/UV regime in the dual field theory. With this division of the bulk spacetime, also the bulk action separates artificially into an IR and an UV contribution
We have to imagine that the intermediate timelike cutoff hypersurface acts as a boundary to the IR spacetime and as a second boundary to the UV spacetime on which we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions B δ . The full action is then recovered when imposing continuity conditions along the cutoff hypersurface
The IR effective action where the cutoff is taken very close to the horizon is given by eq. (5.9). The question is whether it is indeed sufficient to recover the full Schwinger-Keldysh effective action (4.35) once also the UV part of the effective action is known. The UV effective action can be computed considering a double-Dirichlet problem along the lines of what we did in ref. [41] for linearized gravity perturbations, see also ref. [42] . For instance, we first solve the dynamical equations of motion (4.10a) and (4.10b) for the bulk gauge field subject to two Dirichlet boundary conditions, B δ at the intermediate cutoff u = δ and B at the conformal boundary u = 0. Up to leading order in a hydrodynamic expansion the solution is simply given by
(5.16) Subsequently, we evaluate the partially on-shell bulk action (4.33) on the solution (5.16) where, this time, the boundary ∂M is taken to be the intermediate cutoff and the conformal boundary. Thus, taking three such combinations
gives us the total effective action in the UV region of our mixed signature spacetime
where we have neglected the Euclidean contribution for simplicity. Gluing conditions along fixed time slices can be easily satisfied requiring that the various Dirichlet values are equal at the crossing points.
Notice that taking strictly a near horizon limit of S U V ef f in eq. (5.18) gives a very simple effective action which only depends on the time component of the gauge field B t . However, given that the IR effective action S IR ef f in eq. (5.9) is divergent in this limit, we will posit to stay slightly away from the horizon. In this way we can safely impose the continuity condition (5.15) among the IR and UV effective actions. Integrating out the Dirichlet values at the finite cutoff, taking the hydrodynamic limit first and the near horizon limit second, we recover the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action up to second order in a derivative expansion (4.49). We have also verified that the same holds to third order when the UV effective action S U V ef f is given to second order while keeping the universal IR effective action S IR ef f in eq. (5.9). This strongly suggest the picture advocated at the beginning of this subsection, that is the near horizon part of the spacetime can be approximated by a simple term (5.9) which alone includes the dissipative effects, KMS conditions etc, while the UV part of the spacetime pushes that information to the conformal boundary where the dual field theory is defined.
Interpretation of the infrared theory
As we just stated, the IR effective action in eq. (5.9) is believed to be solely responsible for most of the interesting physics that underlies the full effective action. It is therefore worthwhile to try to provide a different perspective on this IR theory. In general, whenever we have a black hole or black brane with a horizon at some value r = r S of a radial coordinate r, we write r = r S + ρ and consider the limit → 0 in order to take a near horizon limit. In this limit the metric behaves schematically as
where ρ and T are two-dimensional Rindler coordinates and Ω H is the metric on the horizon. We first observe that time derivatives with respect to T will come with an extra factor of 1/ √ compared to spatial derivatives along the horizon, and as a result the former will dominate. This is why in the IR effective action the momenta k do not appear explicitly and the action is ultra-local along the horizon. It also explains why the IR effective action can be obtained from a Kaluza-Klein reduction of the full theory along the horizon directions. For the case studied in this paper, a higher dimensional gauge field gives rise to some scalar fields and one gauge field in two dimensions. More precisely, B t corresponds to a two-dimensional gauge field, and B x to a two-dimensional scalar. In two dimensions these fields do not mix and indeed, in the IR effective action they do not mix.
The two-dimensional action for scalars is conformally invariant and does therefore not explicitly depend on the parameter . Since ∼ (1 − δ), this explains the absence of a factor of 1 − δ in the part of the effective action that depends on B x . The two-dimensional action for gauge fields on the other hand will scale as 1/ ∼ 1/(1 − δ), which explains the corresponding factor in the terms of the IR effective action that contains B t .
Besides all this, there is also an emergent conformal symmetry in the near-horizon limit. Rindler spacetime is just a wedge of two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime and inherits its conformal symmetries. We are considering the effective action with some cutoff ρ c = const, but, as is familiar from boundary states in conformal field theory, this boundary will preserve half of the conformal symmetries. In terms of light-cone coordinates x ± = ρ e ±T , if we map x + → g(x + ) and x − → ρ 2 c /g(ρ 2 c /x − ) for any function g then the boundary x + x − = ρ 2 c will be mapped to itself.
If we interpret the IR effective action as a quantum mechanical effective action for each value of the momenta k, with only ω-dependence, then this effective action will inherit the above conformal invariance (at least for the scalar degrees of freedom). In other words, we can reinterpret part of eq. (5.9) as the effective action of finite temperature conformally invariant quantum mechanics.
Indeed, if we look at B x , this corresponds to a massless scalar in two-dimensions which has scaling dimension zero. At zero temperature, the retarded and advanced two-point functions would presumably just be theta-functions of the time difference, and the Wightman two-point function would most likely be as in two-dimensions, i.e. be of the form ∼ log |T 1 − T 2 |. We can then obtain the finite temperature two-point functions in conformal quantum mechanics by a replacement of the form T 1 − T 2 → a sinh [(T 1 − T 2 )/a]. Indeed, taking such two-point functions and performing a Fourier transformation leads to an effective action which is of the same form as that given for B x in eq. (5.9).
The action for B t is given by two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory which is not conformally invariant. The above consideration therefore does not immediately yield a useful constraint on the terms in the effective action that contain B t . The Yang-Mills action on twodimensional Rindler spacetime does however have a symmetry under T → λ T , A ρ → √ λ A ρ and A T → A T / √ λ which implies that the effective action for B t should behave under scale transformation as if B t was an operator with scaling dimension 1/2. This is indeed consistent with the IR effective action.
We postpone a detailed study of this IR theory and the origin of the emergent conformally invariant quantum mechanical system to future work.
Discussion
Motivated by recent developments in Schwinger-Keldysh effective field theories for hydrodynamics we have explicitly derived the low-energy local effective action capturing the dynamics of a conserved U (1) charge current in strongly coupled conformal quantum field theories at large-N using holographic techniques. Our results match existing literature both in field theory as far as the formal structure of the effective action is concerned and in holography for the actual values of the transport coefficients.
One main virtue of our approach, which utilizes real-time holography techniques developed in refs. [37, 38] , is that it allows to obtain analyticity conditions on the thermal correlators (KMS conditions) without relying on particular analytic continuations of fields across horizons. The KMS conditions arise naturally in this holographic setup as a result of the gluing conditions of the Lorentzian spacetimes with the Euclidean cap along fixed initial and final time slices, see also ref. [40] .
Our derivation so far has been limited to the simplest case of a probe gauge field without backreaction on the bulk metric and, as such, it is not capturing the dynamics of a conserved stress-energy tensor. One obvious obstruction to achieve a fully-fledged fluid dynamical behavior is the need for a more careful treatment of the matching conditions at the fixed time slices which now would be fluctuating. We expect our construction to generalize at least to linearized order in the gravitational field perturbations, capturing the linearized fluid dynamic effective action for the dual charged conformal fluids at strong coupling. Such construction would need a full understanding of the gauge field dynamics on top of a Reisner-Nordstrom background with backreaction. Looking ahead, deriving the nonlinear Schwinger-Keldysh effective action for fluid dynamics from gravity would require further refinements of the procedure presented in this paper. Such a result could be viewed as an alternative derivation of the fluid/gravity correspondence [83] .
One feature that we have not seen in our construction is a geometrical interpretation of the ghost fields which we have completely neglected in this work. This is not so surprising since we have only restricted ourselves to the tree level effective actions in the 1/N expansion. The ghost fields appear in order to interpret the vanishing of the effective action for particular source configurations as a consequence of certain BRST symmetries, see refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , see also refs. [16-18, 20, 21, 23, 24] for a supersymmetric implementation of these symmetries. As we saw, the relevant source configurations have a very simple IR interpretation, as they correspond to purely left-moving and purely right-moving field configurations in the nearhorizon Rindler region. This suggests that, by gauge fixing the 2-dimensional diffeomorphisms of the IR Rindler geometry, the relevant ghosts may naturally appear. This is quite familiar from the standard treatment of the string world-sheet, where one also gauge fixes the 2-dimensional diffeomorphisms and as a result the left-and right-moving stress tensor become BRST exact. We hope to report on this direction in more detail in the future and to see how the results parallel the discussion in ref. [50] .
Another important aspect that we have not addressed in this work is the entropy current. One of the major results in Schwinger-Keldysh effective field theories for hydrodynamics is the possibility to define the entropy current as a Noether current of a symmetry of the SchwingerKeldysh effective action [31] , see also [24, 32, 33] for a supersymmetric implementation. Such a symmetry should have a dual version in the bulk and we postpone this derivation to future work.
It is important to notice that our results obtained from holography are given at finite . An effective action and an entropy current for diffusion using Schiwnger-Keldysh techniques at finite have been constructed in ref. [20, 32] . Extending these results to the full fluid dynamics case is problematic and one needs to rely on an approximation where quantum fluctuations are neglected. This can be achieved by going to the so-called statistical mechanics limit where → 0, see refs. [15, 22, 24] , or, equivalently, to a high-temperature regime, see refs. [14, 16, 23] . In holographic theories, however, such a limit cannot be performed while keeping a well defined hydrodynamic expansion. The mean free path in holographic field theories is l mf p ∼ /T , therefore there is no separation of scales between the gradient expansion and quantum fluctuations. The current work and future developments to include full fluid dynamics might provide an invaluable testing ground to understand how to go beyond the statistical limit in constructing Schwinger-Keldysh effective field theories for hydrodynamics which is currently an open problem.
In this work, we have also been able to show that all the nice properties of the field theory Schwinger-Keldysh effective action reside in the near horizon region of the dual black hole spacetime. We have done so by defining a simple, universal, near horizon Schwinger-Keldyshlike effective action valid to all orders in a hydrodynamic expansion which has the same symmetry structure as the original one (Schwinger-Keldysh symmetry, KMS symmetry, etc.). We have then coupled this object to the remaining bulk spacetime extending between the horizon and the conformal boundaries and showed that the full Schwinger-Keldysh effective action for the probe gauge field is recovered to second order in a hydrodynamic expansion. This procedure can be thought of as a generalization of the membrane paradigm viewed as a simple boundary condition, see, e.g., ref. [46, 84] , to a membrane paradigm as an action principle given in the IR part of the spacetime. A natural generalization of this framework is to revisit the IR effective action and its relation to a membrane paradigm in the presence of dynamical gravity. The general scaling arguments given in subsection 5.3 can perhaps be applied to gravity as well. Since a higher dimensional metric yields some scalars, gauge fields, and a 2-dimensional metric in two-dimensions, the main new ingredient is to understand the appropriate boundary conditions for the fluctuations of the 2-dimensional metric.
The division of the bulk spacetime between a simple infrared near horizon region and the remaining ultraviolet spacetime is a precise implementation of the idea of semi-holography [82] . It is then natural to ask what are the different possible near horizon Schwinger-Keldysh-like actions when the near horizon region itself is different from the simple case analyzed in this work. For instance, what would it be for near-extremal black holes? Near extremal black holes develop a long AdS 2 throat region, and one might try to separate the bulk spacetime in an IR region which contains the AdS 2 throat and the rest. In this case, the IR region can perhaps be well approximated by the Schwarzian theory describing nearly AdS 2 physics, see, e.g., ref. [85] . We cannot, however, go arbitrarily close to the horizon, as this would not preserve the nearly AdS 2 property of the metric. We therefore do not expect a precise membrane paradigm-like description similar to the one for Rindler space, and that in order to reproduce the complete physical picture higher order corrections to the IR theory need to be kept. This is in line with the observations in, e.g., refs. [86] and [87] .
Another natural extension of our work is to dual field theory contours defined on multiple time segments. The effective field theories arising in these scenarios would include out-of time ordered correlators, observables which acquired much recent attention as probes of early-time chaotic behavior leading to the celebrated result that black holes are the maximally chaotic systems in nature [88] . More recently, much effort has been put into framing quantum chaos into an effective field theory language [89] , see also refs. [90, 91] for the case of underlying twodimensional conformal field theories. Our techniques can be used to test these developments via simple holographic derivations and possibly guide to a better understanding of universal features of quantum chaos.
Finally, it would be very interesting to use our construction to understand the large-order behaviour of hydrodynamic gradient expansion of the Schwinger-Keldysh effective action. What is well-established by now is that for two classes of non-linear solutions of relativistic hydrodynamics the energy-momentum tensor expanded in gradients receives numerical contributions scaling like n! from the combined terms having n derivatives of fluid variables, see ref. [12] for a review. What was also seen, see refs. [92] and [93] , is that hydrodynamic dispersion relations like eq. (4.54) exhibit finite radius of convergence of the small-k expansion. In both cases, one can link the zero and finite radia of convergence to the presence of fast-decaying excitations not captured directly by hydrodynamics in the gradient expansion. 
A Quadratic effective action for diffusion
Let us here justify in more detail the expression (2.23) from the main text for the effective action for diffusion up to third order 15 in the derivative expansion.
The most general effective action for diffusion to all orders in a hydrodynamic expansion has been given in [15] . The expression at finite and to quadratic order in the fields was given in eq. (4.53) of ref. [20] . Expanding that expression to third order in gradients, going back to coordinate space, and keeping only the longitudinal sector, where k = (k, 0, 0), gives Here we used b = 1/T and the spacetime indices µ, ν stand for t, x. Notice that, for example, there is no contribution of the form F xx 00 which would give rise to a term proportional to B r x B a x in the effective action. Such a term would not be invariant under eq. (2.17). Notice also that there are terms appearing at third order which come from lower order terms due to finite effects. An example of such a term is the contribution F tt 00 to k 0 .
B Details of the holographic results
The mode functions at second order in the hydrodynamic expansion are n =1 +k where we have used a counterterm of the form for curing the divergences on the right boundary
3) and an analogous term for the left boundary.
